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Preface 

Publications and summary of the thesis 

 

The work included in this PhD thesis covers part of the work developed in the 

period 2013-2017 by the PhD candidate Silvia Ortega Torres at the Catalonia 

Institute for Energy Research – IREC, in Sant Adrià de Besòs, Barcelona, and the 

SME CIDETE Ingenieros S.L. in Vilanova i la Geltrú, Barcelona. The research has 

been performed under the framework of the Industrial Doctorate Program from 

the Catalonia Government and partially supported by AGAUR (2014 DI-10). These 

aspects have fostered a research which strongly focuses on technology transfer. 

In this regard, the project was also admitted into the InnoEnergy PhD School, in 

order to strength the business and innovation skills of the student. 

The research has been focused on the bottom-up engineering and development 

of thermoelectric nanomaterials from solution-processed nanoparticle building 

blocks and its application into new and adaptable cost-effective devices with 

improved efficiency. This dissertation will cover all the aspects from the synthesis 

and engineering of the nanomaterials to the device manufacturing and 

integration.  

The thesis includes a general introduction as Chapter 0, were the topic and the 

objectives are presented, and a wrap up final chapters with the main conclusions 

and future work. The core of the dissertation, chapters from 1 to 4, are built 

around 6 articles published, accepted or submitted in peer-review journals that 

are in agreement with the requirements of the Physics doctoral program of the 

University of Barcelona for a thesis presented as a compilation of publications. 
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Summary of results 

 

In the world around us, it is easy to think in different situations in which there are 

temperature gradients available. These could be converted into a great source 

of energy if using the proper technology. Thermoelectric devices are 

environmentally friendly solid-state harvesters able to play this role by converting 

temperature differences into an electric voltage and vice-versa. These devices, 

besides being highly reliable since they have no moving parts, if engineered and 

fabricated in a shape-adaptable manner, are able to fit in countless industrial or 

domestic applications to improve their efficiency or power low-consumption 

devices like sensors. If, on top of it, the whole fabrication process is cost-effective 

and easily scalable, the outcoming thermoelectric devices could potentially reach 

numerous markets banned to date due to a mix of low efficiencies and high prices 

of the currently existing solutions.  

The first milestone towards cost-effective thermoelectric devices relies on the 

improvement of the thermoelectric conversion efficiency of the constituents 

materials. However, such improvement cannot be at all costs. New materials with 

significant improved performance need to be designed and engineered with 

relatively low production cost. In this framework, solution-processed techniques 

are an outstanding alternative for the production of thermoelectric materials and 

devices. In particular, the bottom-up assembly of colloidal nanoparticles, with 

controlled size, shape, crystal phase and composition, has no competing 

technology to precisely design functional metamaterials without the need of a 

high capital equipment or complex procedures, not only for thermoelectrics, but 

also for a wide range of applications. Nevertheless, some limitations still need to 

be overcome to exploit the full potential of solution-processed assembly 

technologies, and two different challenges should be addressed. The first one is 

regarding materials efficiency enhancement, and the second one to the device 

development itself. In this work, we undertake a journey from the material 

development to the engineering of the final device. 

The thesis is structured in 5 chapters, starting from the Chapter 0 or General 

Introduction. This introductory chapter intends to situate the reader into the 

broader context of the technology and present the main objectives of the work. 

Firstly, the current energy paradigm is presented so that the application of 

thermoelectrics becomes a necessity. Even such devices are already present in 
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some niche applications, its further development and increase of efficiency turns 

unavoidable for its definitive market widespread. Some basic concepts over this 

technology are introduced together with an historical overview and the most 

significant advances during the years. Especial attention is paid to the challenges 

to tackle within the production of efficient materials and the difficulty to optimize 

many tightly interrelated parameters at the same time. Different techniques for 

the production of these materials are presented, making especial emphasis on 

their capacity to control materials properties at the nanoscale, and the out-of-

the-lab production opportunities. Finally, solution-processed techniques are 

introduced, and their suitability for the fabrication of engineered nanomaterials 

at the large scale with high efficiency is presented. The availability of these 

materials in the form of ink may open the door for a further production of shape-

adaptable thermoelectric devices.  

Chapter 1 is based on the publication that shares the name with this PhD 

dissertation: Bottom-up engineering of thermoelectric nanomaterials and 

devices from solution-processed nanoparticle building blocks, accepted for its 

publication in the journal Chemical Society Reviews on 16th April 2017. This 

chapter presents a general view of the solution-processed route for the 

development of bottom-up engineered nanoparticle-based thermoelectric 

nanomaterials and devices. It is an extended and comprehensive text where main 

concepts, challenges, advantages and opportunities that the technology offers 

are exposed. Starting from the necessity of materials engineering for the 

development of efficient thermoelectric nanomaterials, this chapter explores the 

different steps for the nanoparticles production: from the synthesis of different 

materials to the purification and surface design, continuing with the assembly 

routes and material consolidation and paying further attention to the main 

doping strategies available within the technique and the new ways that it has 

fostered for the development of new and shape-adaptable solution-processed 

thermoelectric devices.  

Chapter 2 is the most extensive one of this dissertation, since it is built around 3 

publications that cover the three different steps of the solution-processed 

nanomaterials preparation, and how the efficiency can be enhanced within each 

one. First article is focused on the synthesis stage, and presents the production 

of core-shell nanoparticles as a way to design nanocomposites. Results are 

presented in the publication under name Bottom-up processing of PbTe-PbS 

thermoelectric nanocomposites, published in the International Journal of 

Nanotechnology in 2014. The second one is related to the purification step, 
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showing how, taking advantage of the nanoparticle surface, an HCl-mediated 

ligand displacement is able to introduce controlled amounts of dopants in the 

nanoparticle. These results were published in 2015 in the Journal of the American 

Chemical Society with the title Electron doping in the bottom-up engineered 

thermoelectric nanomaterials through HCl-mediated ligand displacement. Last 

one, published in 2016 in Nature Communications, focused on the final assembly 

phase, in which by properly assembling two different kinds of nanoparticles, a 

semiconductor and a metal, the efficiency could be greatly enhanced. The title 

for this third publication is High-performance thermoelectric nanocomposites 

from nanoparticle building blocks.  

After showing the different possibilities of the performance optimization for 

solution processed materials to develop efficient thermoelectric materials, in 

Chapter 3 a step is made towards the production of a ring-shape device. Taking 

PbSe as a model material, this chapter presents a whole engineering story from 

the synthesis of the nanoparticles to the fabrication of the device, passing 

through the surface engineering step for the enhancement of the materials 

efficiency. These results have been submitted for their publication in ACS Applied 

Materials and Interfaces. However, considering the especial deadline conditions 

in the deposit of this thesis, the final acceptance letter has not yet arrived. 

The final chapter, Chapter 4, presents the integration of a thermoelectric device 

together with a nanoparticle-based temperature sensor. This integrated 

assembly, including an ultra-low-power electronic management, was 

implemented as an autonomous soil moisture sensor, and shows the great 

opportunity that both solution-processed techniques and thermoelectrics 

technology offer for the development of new applications. This work, 

Autonomous soil moisture sensor based on nanostructured thermosensitive 

resistors powered by an integrated thermoelectric generator was published in 

Sensors and Actuators A in 2016. 

Finally, some conclusions over the presented project and future work are listed. 
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 Resum de la tesi  

Al mon que ens envolta és fàcil pensar en situacions en què hi ha gradients de 

temperatura disponibles. Aquests, es podrien convertir en fonts d’energia molt 

interessants mitjançant l’ús adequat de la tecnologia. Els dispositius 

termoelèctrics son conversors d’estat sòlid capaços de jugar aquest important 

paper, ja que son capaços de transformar diferències de temperatura en energia 

elèctrica i vice-versa. A més a més, son altament fidedignes ja que no tenen cap 

part mòbil i poden ser instal·lats a qualsevol emplaçament si son adaptats a 

l’aplicació en qüestió, ja sigui a escala domèstica o industrial, per millorar la seva 

eficiència energètica o, per exemple, alimentar altres dispositius de baix cost com 

ara sensors. Si, a més a més, el conjunt del procés de fabricació és de baix cost i 

fàcilment escalable per la seva producció en massa, els dispositius termoelèctrics 

resultants tindran la possibilitat d’entrar dins de nous mercats, fins ara 

impossibles degut a una barreja fatal d’alts preus i baixes eficiències dels 

productes comercials disponibles actualment. 

El primer pas cap a la fabricació de mòduls termoelèctrics més efectius en tots 

els sentits, és la millora de la seva eficiència a través de la recerca de nous o més 

efectius materials dels quals estan constituïts. Tanmateix, però, aquesta millora 

no pot ser a qualsevol cost. És necessari que aquests nous materials mantinguin 

alhora l’eficiència i baix cost en la seva fabricació. En aquest sentit, les tècniques 

de processat en solució son una gran alternativa per la producció de materials i 

dispositius termoelèctrics, i, en particular, la utilització de nanopartícules 

col·loïdals, amb mida, forma, fase i composició controlada. No hi ha cap altra 

tecnologia que aconsegueixi el seu nivell de control sobre el disseny de materials 

funcionals sense la necessitat de costosos equipaments o procediments 

complexes, no només per termoelèctrics sinó per un ampli ventall d’aplicacions. 

No obstant això, algunes limitacions encara han de ser superades per tal de 

poder explotar plenament el potencial que les tècniques de processat en solució 

ofereixen. Els dos majors reptes als quals la tecnologia s’enfronta son: primer, 

millorar l’eficiència dels materials, i, segon, en el desenvolupament de nous 

models de dispositius.  

Aquest manuscrit inclou una introducció general o Capítol 0, on el tema és 

introduït dins d’un context més general i els objectius son presentats, i un capítol 

final amb les principals conclusions extretes de la investigació i les vies de 

continuació d’aquesta. El pes d’aquesta tesi es troba entre els capítols de 1 i 4. 
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Estan construïts al voltant de 6 articles publicats, acceptats o enviats per la seva 

publicació a revistes arbitrades i es troben en consonància amb els requeriments 

del programa de doctorat en Física de la Universitat de Barcelona per una tesi 

publicada com a compendi de publicacions. 

El Capítol 1 està basat en la publicació que comparteix nom amb aquesta tesi 

doctoral: Bottom-up engineering of thermoelectric nanomaterials and devices 

from solution-processed nanoparticle building blocks, acceptat per la seva 

publicació a la revista Chemical Society Reviews el 16 d’Abril de 2017. Aquest 

capítol presenta una visió general de les rutes de processat en solució pel 

desenvolupament bottom-up de nanomaterials i dispositius termoelèctrics 

basats en nanopartícules. És un text  ampli que exposa en profunditat els 

principals conceptes, reptes, avantatges i oportunitats que aquesta tecnologia 

ofereix. Començant per la necessitat de produir materials dissenyats 

específicament per la obtenció de materials termoelèctrics eficients, aquest 

capítol explora els diferents passos dins la producció de nanopartícules: des de 

la síntesi de diferents famílies de materials a la purificació i enginyeria de la 

superfície, continuant amb les possibles rutes per el seu assemblatge i parant 

especial atenció a les principals estratègies de dopatge disponibles. Finalment, 

mostrant la porta que aquesta tecnologia ha obert a la fabricació de nous 

dispositius termoelèctrics adaptables processats en solució. 

El Capítol 2 és el més extens d’aquest manuscrit, ja que està construït al voltant 

de 3 articles ja publicats que tracten sobre la síntesi i enginyeria dels 

nanomaterials termoelèctrics processats en solució: Bottom-up processing of 

PbTe-PbS thermoelectric nanocomposites, publicat a l’International Journal of 

Nanotechnology, Electron doping in the bottom-up engineered thermoelectric 

nanomaterials through HCl-mediated ligand displacement, publicat al Journal of 

the American Chemical Society i High-performance thermoelectric 

nanocomposites from nanocrystal building blocks, publicat a la revista Nature 

Communications. Aquest capítol vol mostrar les diferents rutes pel disseny dels 

nanomaterials termoelèctrics, tenint en compte el que prèviament s’havia 

presentat al Capítol 1. Primer, durant la síntesi, amb la producció de 

nanopartícules del tipus core-shell. Segon, durant el procés de purificació de la 

superfície, mitjançant un procés de desplaçament dels lligams basat en la 

utilització de HCl per tal d’introduir quantitats controlades de dopants a les 

nanopartícules. I tercer, durant el procés d’assemblatge, presentant la formació 

de nanocompostos mitjançant una determinada mescla de nanopartícules 

metàl·liques i semiconductores. 
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Després de mostrar las possibilitats que la tècnica utilitzada durant aquest treball 

de doctorat té pel desenvolupament de nanomaterials termoelèctrics, al Capítol 

3 es fa un pas endavant i es produeix un dispositiu en forma d’anella capaç de 

recuperar energia de superfícies tubulars com ara tubs d’escapament de vehicles. 

Prenent el PbSe com a material model, aquest capítol presenta una història 

completa des de la síntesi de les nanopartícules fins a la fabricació del dispositiu. 

Aquest resultats han estat enviats per la seva publicació a la revista ACS Applied 

Materials and Interfaces. Desafortunadament, tenint en compte les condicions 

especials en les dates límit de dipòsit que aquesta tesi ha patit, la carta 

d’acceptació final no ha arribat a temps. 

El capítol final, Capítol 4, presenta la integració d’un dispositiu termoelèctric 

conjuntament amb un sensor de temperatura basat en nanopartícules. Incloent 

un circuit electrònic de control de l’energia de baix cost, aquest nou dispositiu va 

ser dissenyat com un sensor autònom d’humitat del sòl, demostrant així les grans 

oportunitats que tant les tècniques de processat en solució com els 

termoelèctrics  ofereixen pel desenvolupament de noves i interessants 

aplicacions. Aquest treball, Autonomous soil moisture sensor based on 

nanostructured thermosensitive resistors powered by an integrated 

thermoelectric generator, va ser publicat a la revista Sensors and Actuators A al 

2016. 

Els treballs inclosos dins d’aquesta tesi doctoral cobreixen part de la feina 

desenvolupada durant el període 2013-2017 per la doctoranda Silvia Ortega 

Torres a l’Institut de Recerca en Energia – IREC, a Sant Adrià de Besòs, Barcelona, 

i l’empresa CIDETE Ingenieros S.L. a Vilanova i la Geltrú, Barcelona. La recerca es 

troba englobada dins del programa Doctorats Industrials de la Generalitat de 

Catalunya i ha estat parcialment finançada per l’AGAUR (2014 DI-10). Aquests han 

aspectes han fet que la recerca estigui focalitzada cap un procés de transferència 

de tecnologia.  
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Chapter 0   General introduction:  

Broader context and objectives 

 

The energy challenge, its production and efficient consumption, is one of the 

greatest issues that our world is currently facing. The European Commission, in 

its 2020 Energy Strategy,1 and through the 2012 Energy Efficiency Directive,2 aims 

at the 20% improvement in energy efficiency, while achieving a 20% reduction in 

greenhouse gas emissions and reaching a 20% of renewable EU energy 

production, but more in detail, pointing towards energy efficiency as the most 

cost-effective route to reduce emissions and make energy consumption more 

affordable for consumers. Such situation and the fact that more than the 60% of 

the produced energy is rejected in the form of heat (Figure 0.1),3 has been 

translated into an extensive research over the necessity of efficient thermoelectric 

devices able to generate electricity from the otherwise wasted heat. 

Thermoelectric devices are able to convert temperature gradients into available 

electrical power; and reversely, when applying an electrical current, a thermal 

energy gradient is generated, thus permitting their use also for precise and 

localized temperature control.4-6 When considering their energy harvesting 

function, such devices are especially useful in order to improve the overall energy 
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efficiency of countless industrial and domestic processes. Among them, 

thermoelectrics are not limited only to high power consumption or production 

markets, being also considered in the very interesting and day-by-day growing 

sub-watt or low power generation world (Figure 0.2),7 i.e. the so-called wearables 

market or within autonomous remote sensor nodes.  

 

Figure 0.1   United States energy flow chart of the energy consumption in 2016. Lawrence 

Livermore National Laboratory, published in March 2017.3 

 

Figure 0.2   Low power thermoelectrics energy harvesting capabilities. “Sub-watt thermoelectric 

energy harvesting: industry and market analysis” report, Infinergia Consulting, 2014.7 
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Within the different applications in which thermoelectrics are today present, the 

space one is probably the most well established. Since 1960 NASA has been using 

radioisotope thermoelectric generators in a variety of missions, where a 

radioactive source provides the heat that is afterwards converted into electricity 

by the thermoelectric device. Many well-known missions such as Apollo, Cassini, 

Voyager or most recently the Curiosity Rover on Mars, include such assemblies.8 

In a similar way, Gentherm is fabricating thermoelectric generators for its 

installation in remote locations such as natural gas offshore platforms or gas pipe 

lines. Burning gas to produce heat is enough to power safety lights or for valve 

control.9 

A second field in which thermoelectrics are being widely introduced is the 

automobile industry. Similarly to the behaviour shown in the energy consumption 

chart, the 40% of the energy produced by a vehicle combustion engine is wasted 

in the exhaust in the form of heat. Such big percentage could be translated into 

900 W of power if the heat is harvested with only a 3% efficiency by the 

thermoelectric assembly. BMW, General Motors or Ford are some of the 

producers that already installed this kind of devices in their units. In this field, 

thermoelectrics have been also used for localized cooling of the, for instance, 

vehicle seat.10-12 

Of course, the are other daily-use examples in current thermoelectrics 

applications. For instance, in Amazon, for 137 €, it is possible to acquire a camp 

stove able to produce power from fire to recharge the battery of a mobile phone 

or any other USB-connected device.13 In this direction too, a recently created 

Spanish company is working on a device able to produce electrical power from 

the combustion of biomass systems.14 Other daily-use examples on cooling 

applications of thermoelectrics can be found in CMOS sensors and 

telecommunications optic fibre lasers temperature stabilization, in portable 

fridges that can be connected to a car power source, or in the biomedical field, 

devices for temperature control and refrigeration of medical and pharmaceutical 

products such as insulin.10, 15 

In the low power regime, the recent and enormous growth of wearable 

electronics market and autonomous sensors has opened the door for a new 

paradigm for thermoelectrics applications.16 While Seiko or Citizen are examples 

of watches producers with pioneering role in this field,17 commercial estimations 

situated the market for wireless sensor networks powered with thermoelectrics 

to reach 25M $ by 2016.18 Being able to generate power from the temperature of 

the human body if attached directly into the skin, or directly form the 
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environment, these new applications also revealed the necessity for new and 

shape-adaptable devices.16, 19-21  

Unfortunately, the quite spread list of applications, is still very far from reaching 

its full magnitude due to the low efficiencies that thermoelectric devices show, 

together with the relatively high price of these devices in the market, commonly 

built with scarce materials produced by energy-intensive procedures, and its 

difficulty to be adapted to the wide range of required shapes.22-24  

For the better understanding of such drawbacks and challenges that 

thermoelectric industry is nowadays facing, at this point it is necessary to make a 

deeper step into the topic. 

0.1 Thermoelectrics technology 

0.1.1 Basics of thermoelectric devices 

Thermoelectric (TE) converters are solid-state devices that allow the direct and 

reversible conversion between temperature gradients and electrical power. By 

this, we talk about the Seebeck effect when producing a voltage from a 

temperature difference, and, in the other way around, when the TE material or 

device creates a temperature difference when applying a voltage, the Peltier 

effect.4, 25  

One of the main features of these devices is that, having no moving parts, they 

are hugely reliable and maintenance free. Prove of this quasi-everlasting 

operation is the TE generator installed on board of the Voyager 1 space probe 

launched by NASA in 1977. After almost 40 years installed, and having the probe 

almost escaped from the Solar System, it is still working and allowing the signal 

transmission. But this is not the only advantage that TE devices present. They are 

acoustically silent, lightweight, and environmentally friendly since no emission 

comes from their operation due to their solid-state nature. In addition, as already 

presented, TE devices are ideal when precise temperature control is required 

(<0.1 ºC), being able to operate in any orientation.8, 25 
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Figure 0.3   Assembly and working principle of a TE module.26 

TE modules contain a series of n- and p-type semiconductors connected 

electrically in series and thermally in parallel sandwiched between two electrically 

insulating and thermally conductive sheets (Figure 0.3), in which the main 

building block is called TE couple or pair. Multiple pairs are then joined in order 

to generate a larger voltage. Nevertheless, as previously seen, TE devices can 

work reversely in Peltier or Seebeck mode (Figure 0.4). When working as a power 

generator, a temperature difference is stablished across the TE material and the 

major carriers of each of the TE semiconductor materials move from the hot to 

the cold side, where usually a heat sink is placed, thus resulting in a net current 

flow or power output. On the other hand, when working as a cooler, the power 

comes from an external source, and the heat flow is created by the current flow 

across the circuit.27  

 

Figure 0.4   Reversible modes of a TE module: Peltier or cooling mode and Seebeck or power 

generation mode.12 
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Both the efficiency (η) and the coefficient of performance (COP) of a TE device 

depend solely on the temperature at the cold and hot sides and on an intrinsic 

material figure of merit usually expressed in its adimensional form (ZT).  

𝜂 =
∆𝑇

𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡

√1 + 𝑍𝑇 − 1

√1 + 𝑍𝑇 +
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡

 

𝐶𝑂𝑃 =
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑
∆𝑇

√1 + 𝑍𝑇 −
𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡
𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑

√1 + 𝑍𝑇 + 1
 

𝑍𝑇 =
𝜎𝑆2

𝜅
𝑇 

Where ΔT is the difference of temperature between the hot and the cold sides, σ 

is the electrical conductivity of the material, S is the Seebeck coefficient and κ the 

thermal conductivity. Thus, being the temperatures established by the 

application, the larger is the value of the ZT, the larger would be the efficiency of 

the device. However, even if the efficiency is only limited by the Carnot efficiency, 

and the ZT can be as high as infinite, the material-dependent parameters are 

strongly interrelated, as will be introduced in further sections, and this is 

translated in low values for the ZT.26  

 

Figure 0.5   Efficiency expressed in % for TE power generators with different values of ZT and 

comparison with current competing technologies.24 
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Nowadays, at the lab-scale, record high ZT for TE materials is 2.6 for a SnSe single 

crystal.28 However, even promising, these results cannot be directly transferred 

to the market due to the great difficulty that fabricating a single crystal suppose. 

For commercially available materials ZT values are still around or below the unity. 

Hence, market available TE devices exhibit an efficiency below 5% (Figure 0.5). 

An increase in the ZT value is therefore required if this technology wants to 

compete against other power sources such as geothermal or the well-stablished 

photovoltaics. Generally speaking, an increase of the value over 2 would change 

drastically the possible amounts of TE applications.24, 29 It is because of this 

situation that TE devices currently mostly find their niche applications into the 

low power energy-autonomous embedded systems industry, as previously 

explained. 

0.1.2 Historical overview 

In the first half of the 19th century the TE effects were discovered, mainly by 

Thomas Seebeck, Jean Charles A. Peltier and William Thomson. Some years later, 

at the beginning of the following century, Altenkirch was the first one to identify 

the ZT relation as the most important parameter for the enhancement of the 

efficiency of TE devices. The technology, even slowly, was further studied during 

and after the first and second world wars for military and civilian use, and by the 

50’s, generators with 5% efficiency and coolers able to decrease temperature 

from ambient to negative values were achieved. Such early devices, mostly 

developed in the United States and URSS, were either ZnSb- or Bi2Te3-based with 

ZT values around the unity.8, 30  

The research for more efficient TE materials continued. While Abram Ioffe 

promoted the use of semiconductors and was one of the first ones suggesting 

the use of alloying for the reduction of the thermal conductivity, it was not until 

the 90’s when new concepts on materials development were introduced. Hicks 

and Dresselhaus theoretically postulated in 1993 the opportunities of the 

enhancement of ZT values by quantum confinement.31, 32 This new concept 

became a revolution within the field, and supposed the consideration of the use 

of nanostructures. Three years later, Glen Slack introduced the phonon-glass 

electron-crystal (PGEC) approach, leading to the development of new materials 

families such as Skutterudites or Clathrates.33 Advances around these two new 

paradigms will be further discussed in next section. 
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Even if the TE materials technology has greatly advanced across the years until 

our days (Figure 0.6), reaching ZT values over 2, for the most of the market of 

commercial TE modules the situation has remained almost intact. With some 

exceptions, such as the tetrahedrite- and silicon- based TE assemblies 

commercialized by Alphabet Energy34 or the module developed by Otego35 

comprising the new organic materials, commercially available modules are 

mainly limited to Bi2Te3 legs grown in the form of ingot from a melting process 

and PbTe for higher temperature applications.36, 37 The challenge that the 

technology transfer from the lab to the industry supposes in terms of scalability 

and reproducibility together with the difficulties related to the proper soldering 

process, makes the introduction of new TE materials into the market a non-trivial 

matter.38  

 

Figure 0.6   TE materials development through the years.39 

0.1.3 The efficiency enhancement challenge 

For two centuries, scientists have been struggling for the achievement of higher 

ZT values. A good TE material has to present high σ and S while keeping a low κ. 

The key point of this challenge is the strong interrelation between such properties 

related in the ZT equation and the difficulty to achieve a good balance between 

all of them at the same time.39-41  
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For a degenerated semiconductor, S is given by the Pisarenko relation: 

𝑆 =
8𝜋2𝜅𝐵

2

3𝑒ℎ2
𝑚∗𝑇 (

𝜋

3𝑛
)
2
3⁄

 

Where κB and h are the the Boltzmann and Plank constants respectively, m* is 

the effective mass of the density of states, e is the electron charge and n the 

carrier concentration. At the same time, σ is also related to n by: 

𝜎 = 𝑛𝑒𝜇 

Where µ is the carrier mobility.  

  

Figure 0.7   Dependence of the ZT-related properties with the carrier concentration.4 

Being σ and S both connected to n, in the case of σ the relation is directly 

proportional while in S is an inverse one. By this, when n increases, S decreases 

and σ increases, as shown in Figure 0.7. The compromise is found for heavily 

doped semiconductors, where the power factor (PF=S2σ) is maximized. 

Regarding κ, it is in fact the addition of two contributions, κe and κl, which are the 

heat transported by the charge carriers and phonons respectively: 

𝜅 = 𝜅𝑒 + 𝜅𝑙 

And, as expected, κe is as well related to n via the Wiedemann-Franz relation: 
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𝜅𝑒 = 𝜎𝐿𝑇 

Where L is the Lorenz number. This means that the more σ is increased, the 

higher value of the κe and hence, of κ. Moreover, if this was not enough, the only 

at first glance independent parameter, κl, is also related to µ. Most strategies used 

to decrease κ also affect µ since defects introduced in the lattice for phonon 

scattering also scatter carriers and this is translated into a potential decrease of 

σ when decreasing κ. However, this last drawback could be diminished with the 

proper engineering of the TE materials.  

Coming back to the attempts on ZT enhancing made within the past years, they 

are of course related to the optimization of the mentioned TE properties. In this 

direction, most of the strategies have been focused in optimizing n and 

minimizing κl. For the optimization of the first one, its value should be set at 

around 1019 cm-3 by means of the introduction of dopants into the material. 

Once optimized n, the most straightforward strategy to increase ZT is to minimize 

κl. For this, the use of materials with layered or complex crystal structures was 

proposed together with the PGEC concept; semiconductors designed so that the 

efficient transmission of charge carriers is allowed (crystal) while effectively 

impeding the conduction of heat across it (glass). Such materials usually include 

cages in which heavy atoms are trapped and rattle to block the phonons. In 

addition, scattering centers need to be introduced in the material. Several 

approaches have been followed, starting with alloying, to bring κ to the alloy 

limit.42 However, this strategy is just useful to scatter short-wavelength phonons, 

being thus not enough for an overall κ decrease.26, 43 Besides all the effective 

advances in such approaches, nanostructuring has been proved to be the most 

efficient method used to date to reduce κl. The introduction of crystal domains 

at the nanometer scale or the inclusion of nanoparticles (NPs) within a crystalline 

matrix, are effective strategies to scatter also mid-and long-wavelength phonons 

at the grain boundaries (Figure 0.8).44-49  

Hicks and Dresselhaus also played an important role in the launching of 

nanostructuring as a hot topic within the TE community by proposing its use for 

the quantum confinement of the carriers, increasing the density of states, thus 

potentially decoupling σ and S so that the PF is maximized as a whole. Until 2014, 

materials considered record high ZT published in earlies 2000’s were based on 

the nanostructuring approach. However, none of them could truly demonstrate 

the desired quantum confinement effect and to date is yet to be experimentally 

proved.50, 51 
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Figure 0.8   Phonon scattering mechanisms in a nanostructured TE material. Point defects are 

useful short-wavelength phonons while larger NPs and grain boundaries contribute 

to the scattering of mid- and long-wavelength ones.45 

The energy filtering concept, another strategy proposed for the enhancement of 

S, is also related to the effects of nanostructuring in TE materials. Within this 

approach, theoretically predicted and experimentally observed, low energy 

carriers are selectively filtered at potential barriers introduced by nanostructures 

so that only carriers with higher energies are transmitted.52 

The discussion on the optimization of material parameters, including the 

unavoidable necessity of manipulation of the density of states53 in order to 

increase the PF and specially focused on nanostructures, will further continue in 

Chapter 1. 

0.1.4 Production of bulk TE materials 

Even nowadays there is an increasing interest on printed TE materials and 

devices,54 bulk TE materials have been until our days the most studied and 

developed ones for its easy integration into classical TE device architectures and 

because of its production possibilities at the large scale. As this thesis will present 

the production of TE nanomaterials from the bottom-up assembly of colloidal 

nanoparticles, this section will be focused in the most deeply explored synthesis 
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techniques for bulk TE materials, like solid-state reaction synthesis or mechanical 

alloying.4, 41 

In solid state melting reactions, elemental materials of the highest purity are 

mixed and loaded into ampoules, usually made of quartz or fused silica. Here, 

once evacuated and sealed, temperature is raised above the material melting 

point, and maintained there for several hours, most of times, more than 10 h. This 

method also allows the creation of nanoprecipitates by spinodal 

decomposition.55 

Other possibility for the preparation of nanostructured materials is the use of the 

ball milling-technique.56 It is considered a top-down approach because firstly 

materials are grown in bulk, usually by solid-state reaction, and then are smashed 

into a ball milling apparatus for hours, until achieving a nanopowder. This step is 

does not need any temperature control but can be carried out under inert 

atmosphere to avoid oxidation. The nanopowder is later compacted into bulk by 

means of, for example, hot press or SPS. A good example of this technique is the 

p-type BiSbTe alloy reported by Poudel et al. in 2008,57 in which an ingot made 

of the alloy is crushed into a ball milling and further densified by hot pressing. 

The ZT = 1.4 at around 373 K mainly comes from the reduction of the κ due to 

the introduction of nanograins, resulting in higher values than the ones obtained 

for the ingot itself. 

 

Figure 0.9  Enhancement of the ZT value of a material at the different scales: atomic, nanoscale 

and mesoscale.48 

Sometimes both strategies are combined to enlarge scattering. An example of 

this is the PbTe-PbS alloy (3 at% Na doped), with PbS nanoprecipitates in the 

PbTe matrix, presenting ZT = 2.3 at 923 K.49 This material, grown in the form of 

ingot in quartz tubes and afterward crushed to powders that were further pressed 

under spark plasma sintering (SPS). Authors relate their high values to the “all-

scale hierarchical architecture” of the final materials. In these regards, previous to 
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this work, ZT = 2.2 at 915 K were reported for Na-doped PbTe with, in this case, 

SrTe nanoprecipitates, fabricated under the same method (Figure 0.9).48  

Mechanical alloying is another route for the development of TE nanomaterials, 

but in this case, a bottom-up one, that has been used extensively and not only 

at the lab-scale. It is englobed also within the solid-sate techniques but it is 

performed in the same type of ball milling apparatus presented before. Elemental 

powders are placed into jars together with the grinding balls and are milled for 

hours in dry or wet conditions, and sometimes under inert atmosphere, where 

fracturing and welding between the starting materials turns into the desired final 

composition. Some of the best results obtained for Skutterudites are from 

mechanically alloyed materials.58 This is the case of the n-type Te-doped CoSb3 

with reported ZT = 0.93 at 820 K.59 In this work, authors prepared different 

compositions of the doped materials by mechanical alloying pure elemental 

materials during 15 h followed by a compaction of the final bulk noanomaterials 

by SPS. This technique has found its market into the large production of 

nanomaterials, and companies like Matres in Italy are already supplying 

nanostructured powders for different applications.60 

 

Figure 0.10   State-of-the art bulk TE materials.41  

Besides the great enhancements that nanostructuring has supposed to the TE 

materials development, the highest ZT values ever reported are for SnSe single 

crystals.28 It is also an example of solid-state melting reaction synthesis, followed 

by the Bridgman technique to grow the single crystal itself (Figure 0.10). This 

material never woke up too many interest within the TE community until 3 years 

ago, when the publication saw the light. SnSe is a compound with layered and 

anisotropic structure that present intrinsic low κl with superior TE performance 
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along a preferential crystal orientation, resulting in ZT = 2.62 at 923 K. When 

comparing these results with its counterpart polycrystalline version, ZT is only 

able to reach 1.2 at approximately the same temperature.61 However, the fact that 

it is a single crystal and the difficulties that it involves for its fabrication, make its 

mass production unlikely. 

For the large-scale fabrication of TE materials, it is highly important its easy 

scalability and cost-effectiveness.62, 63 However, as shown in the previous section, 

the development of truly efficient TE materials is not an easy job. Many 

parameters have to be optimized and this requires an absolute control over the 

synthesis and thus over the final materials characteristics. While methods like 

mechanical alloying or ball milling do not allow any control over material 

properties, solid state reactions neither allow the control at the nanometer scale 

needed. In addition, these techniques are energy-intensive and time consuming, 

comprising high temperatures and long reaction times, and not affordable for 

the mass production of TE devices reaching the market. On the other hand, 

vacuum-based techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy or chemical vapor 

deposition, for the production of thin-films nanomaterials do allow the huge 

control required. However, their low production rates and the very expensive 

working costs, push into the background its interesting results, being just useful 

as proof-of-concept of different nanostructuring approaches. 

0.2 Bottom-up TE nanomaterials and devices from solution-

processed NP building blocks 

NP-based solution-processed bottom-up routes offer the best combination of 

control over nanomaterials parameters and the cost-effective production at the 

large scale. Among them, colloidal synthesis, that involves low reaction 

temperatures and times and does not need the intervention of ultra-pure starting 

reactants, while achieving the highest control over size, shape, composition and 

crystal phase of the NPs synthesized, is the most suitable technology for the 

production of efficient engineered TE nanomaterials (Figure 0.11).64-70 In Chapter 

1, it is possible to consult the state-of-the-art ZT chart of solution processed TE 

materials. 

This technique is based on the reaction of molecular precursors in the 

appropriate concentration of solvents and organic surfactants at temperatures 
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between 150 and 300 °C, under inert atmosphere to avoid oxidation and at 

ambient pressure. It is possible to differentiate between three main events within 

the NP synthesis: nucleation, growth and purification.71-73 Being possible to 

control each of them, it opens the door to the precise design of the characteristics 

of the final products.74 Furthermore, as the scalability is also a crucial point for 

the suitability of the technique for the large-scale production, in different 

occasions it has been proved its high throughput together with the development 

of a continuous production method or flow reactor.75-77  

 

Figure 0.11  Representative transmission and scanning microscope micrographs of some of the 

bottom-up solution-processed TE NPs produced by the PhD candidate. 

The large control over colloidal NPs properties achieved has allowed the 

exploration of their use for a wide range of applications; such as solar cells, light 

emitting devices, photodetectors, catalysis, TE or biological/medical.78-86  

Regarding TE, solution-processed nanomaterials are especially attractive for the 

production of the new generation of devices. They give to access to low-cost and 

efficient materials in solution or in the form of inks.87, 88 Based on that, solution-

based printing processes, such as inkjet printing or screen printing, open the door 

to the fabrication, with simple and affordable techniques and at the large scale, 

of new flexible or shape-adaptable TE devices.54, 89-92  Such adaptability is 

important for the improvement of the thermal contact between the TE and the 

surfaces in which ubiquitous temperature gradients may be found. Conventional 

TE devices, with planar architectures and comprising ceramic plates as substrates, 

are not useful to directly match the wide range of surfaces in which TE modules 

could be integrated. Moreover, the cost of such plates it is not negligible, being 

comparable to the material development cost.23 Hence, for the definitive 

widespread of TE devices into the market, besides the development of efficient, 

cost-effective and scalable materials, it is necessary to reach a new paradigm with 

shape-adaptable substrates and architectures, and solution-processed 

techniques may be the key (Figure 0.12). 
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Figure 0.12 Estimated cost ($/W) of TE devices based on different materials developed by four 

different synthesis techniques.23 Being bulk referred to zone-melting solid state 

synthesis, nanobulk to melt-spinning, superlattice to molecular beam epitaxy and 

nanowire to electrochemical synthesis, colloidal synthesis techniques should present 

lower cost than all of the compared technologies.  

Besides many interesting examples that have been published during the last 

years (complete available list in Chapter 1), Otego,35 a new creation spin-off from 

the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, is already commercialising flexible TE 

modules developed by solution-processed printing techniques, based on organic 

materials printed onto thin polymer foils. To date, no conformable devices based 

on inorganic materials are available in the market. Within this PhD thesis, it has 

been developed a new process for the fabrication of a shape-adaptable TE device 

based on the solution-processed engineered nanomaterials here presented. 

Such device and process are currently under patent pending process and, 

considering the time restrictions over the deposit of this dissertation, it could not 

be included in this text.   

This thesis will focus on the solution-processed production of TE nanomaterials 

from NP building blocks grown, more in detail, by colloidal synthesis. As will be 

shown in the following chapters, this technique has offered us the possibility to 

precisely design the NP building blocks parameters, reaching not only more 

efficient nanomaterials, but also the goal of a device fabrication and integration. 

Therefore, showing the huge and real potential that this approach presents to 

reach the TE market in the short-term. 
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0.3 Objectives 

This thesis will cover a complete journey from the materials development to the 

device fabrication and integration. In this context, and taking into account the 

broader context in which this dissertation is included, the main objectives of this 

work have been: 

1. To review the existing literature on the topic and present a comprehensive 

summary of it to pave the way for the technology development and 

evaluate the starting point of this work. (Chapter 1) 

 

2. To smooth the way from the lab to the market, presenting a complete 

route from the synthesis to the device, the main advantages, challenges 

and opportunities. (Chapter 1-4) 

 

3. To develop efficient TE materials from the engineering of colloidal 

nanomaterials. (Chapter 2) 

 

4. To show the versatility of this route by controlling the TE properties at 

three different levels: within the synthesis, during the purification of the 

nanocrystals and during the assembly. (Chapter 2) 

 

5. To extend the synthesis of the nanomaterials to the large scale making a 

step forward for the fabrication of a TE device. (Chapter 3) 

 

6. To go beyond the fabrication processes and propose the integration of 

solution-processed nanomaterials and TE devices into applications. 

(Chapter 4) 
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Chapter 1  The journey over engineered 

nanoparticle-based solution-processed 

thermoelectric nanomaterials and devices 

 

 

The development of solution-processed NP-based TE nanomaterials from a 

bottom-up engineering approach is an exciting topic still in its infant stage, 

therefore many different challenges need to be attended to exploit its 

possibilities to its full potential.  
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This chapter is the result of a deep literature research transformed into a 

compressive analysis of the convergence of two different fields: TE and solution-

processed NPs.93  

After a brief introduction in which the needs of TE materials are presented 

(Section 1), four relevant topics are discussed: i) the design, synthesis and surface 

chemical engineering of inorganic NPs as building blocks to produce 

nanomaterials (Sections 2 and 3); ii) the production of nanomaterials, and 

particularly nanocomposites, with unprecedented nanometre scale control over 

crystallite size, facets, orientation and phase distribution by means of facile, 

scalable, potentially low-cost, high-yield and extremely versatile NP-based 

bottom-up processing approaches (Section 4); iii) the rational control of charge 

carrier concentration in NP-based bottom-up engineered materials (Section 5); 

iv) the application of such nanomaterials to fabricate cost-effective TE devices 

able to convert heat into electricity and vice versa and thus susceptible to 

improve efficiency of a plethora of industrial and domestic processes, to power 

autonomous electronic systems and to control temperature and cool several 

applications (Section 6).  

Finally, in the last part of the Chapter (Section 7); a realistic view of the 

opportunities and future prospects of this technology is discussed taking into 

account its advantages, limitations and challenges. 

Additionally, an annex (Supplementary Information) is included, in which we 

show different state-of-the-art data of the technology: i) a record high ZT values 

chart similar to the one for bulk TE materials (Figure 0.10); and ii) a summary of 

the main attempts for the production of solution-processed TE devices until early 

2017, showing the deposition method and substrate used, number of pairs and 

architecture, output power and if flexible.  

Despite the focus is solely on TE materials and devices, an important part of this 

chapter describes synthesis and surface engineering strategies to optimize 

functional properties of NP and NP-based bottom-up assembly approaches, with 

emphasis on their main advantages, challenges and limitations. These topics are 

common to a wide range of research fields and applications beyond TE. In 

particular, the surface engineering of NPs, the assembly and consolidation of 

nanomaterials, their doping and the limitations of thermal processes in terms of 

crystal domain growth and compositional changes are topics of great importance 

in photovoltaics, catalysis or energy storage among others.  
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This chapter provides the reader with a solid background and the required tools 

to understand the following chapters. Even though, considering the time-line of 

this PhD, this chapter should be the last one since it is a collection of all the 

knowledge gained during this time, it has been created with the solid intention 

of showing the complete journey from the solution-processed TE nanomaterials 

and devices engineering, and will be referred along the upcoming chapters. 
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Chapter 2 Solution processing and 

engineering of thermoelectric 

nanomaterials  

 

 

 

This chapter gets on with what explained in Chapter 1 regarding synthesis and 

surface-engineering of the NP building blocks and the assembly into 

nanocomposites. Including 3 publications, each of them is focused on one of 

those points.94-96 

All the works (including also the ones reported in Chapter 3 and 4) are based on 

Pb-chalcogenides (PbS, PbTe, PbSe). This is mainly due to two reasons. First one 

is that such family is one of the best performing TE materials (Figure 0.10).41 

Second, is their suitability for the scaled-up production, thus being the perfect 

model materials to pave the way for the development of the solution-processing 

route to produce TE materials. 

2.1 Composition control within the NP synthesis 

Being the PbTe-PbS system one of the most reported ones, showing large ZT 

(Figure 0.10),49, 97-100 this chapter shows the production of core-shell PbTe@PbS 
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NPs by the heterogeneous nucleation of PbS at the surface of the PbTe as-grown 

NPs. The production of heterostructures is used as an elegant way to produce 

homogeneous bulk nanocomposites from their bottom-up assembly. In addition, 

such nanocomposites present clearly higher ZT values than their counterparts 

PbTe and PbS pure phases.101  

The first part of this work relates the synthesis of the NPs at the large scale, 

producing over 2 g of NPs per batch. Afterwards, cold press and hot press 

compaction methods are compared in order to obtain dense bulk 

nanocomposites from the random assembly of the colloidal NPs. In addition, it is 

developed a ligand displacement (LD) method to get rid of the organic 

surfactants presents at the NPs surface. A whole protocol based on the use of a 

lead (II) nitrate salt is presented.  

2.2 NP purification and surface engineering 

Following the Chapter 1 line, after having reached the proper control over 

composition of the NPs synthesized, next step is its purification to remove side 

products of the reaction and the surfactants used to direct its growth, some of 

them attached to the NP surface. However, besides only removing, taking 

advantage of the surface chemical engineering, it is also possible to modify the 

NP surface to tailor the properties of the final materials.102  

Having proved the effectivity of LD in the previous section for the improvement 

of TE properties by removing carbonaceous species from the nanoparticles, the 

second part of Chapter 2 goes one step beyond, using the LD to simultaneously 

remove the organic ligands and introduce controlled amounts of dopants within 

the Pb-chalcogenides by the use of halides as atomic replacing ligands. 

Two main parts can be differentiated in this work. In the first one, PbS is used as 

model material to develop the LD method and evaluate its effectivity in 

enhancing its electrical TE properties. Cl is a well-known dopant of this and other 

Pb-chalcogenides.100, 103 Even in other works it is directly introduced as PbCl2, here 

is done by means of a solution of HCl. When displacing the organic ligands, Cl 

ions would remain attached to the NP surface, and will later penetrate into the 

lattice during the consolidation step. This will allow the effective doping of the 

material in a controlled manner.  
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Based on the success obtained for the model material, the LD route is further 

tested in another Pb-chalcogenide NPs. The second test material is built on 

PbTexSex-1@PbS core-shell NP building blocks, that were synthesized by 

modifying the procedure presented in the previous section.101, 104 

The Supporting Information is also included as an annex after the article because 

of the valuable information that contains. As the article is published as a 

Communication, detailed explanations over NP synthesis are here available. In 

addition, thermogravimetric analysis showing the effectivity of the HCl treatment 

in displacing the organic ligands and evidence on chlorine ions remaining into 

the original NPs can be found here.  

The ZT values obtained in this work are comparable to the ones obtained for 

other PbSe-PbS systems produced by energy intensive strategies.105 Moreover, 

these results are among the state-of-the-art ZT values for solution-processed 

materials (Figure S.1 in Chapter 1). 

2.3 NP assembly and nanocomposite formation 

The last step within the fabrication of solution-processed nanomaterials from NP-

building blocks is its assembly into bulk nanomaterials. In the two previous 

sections nanocomposites were produced by consolidating core-shell NPs, 

however in this sub-chapter a simpler way is presented: the assembly of two 

different types of NPs. 

In this publication, the two chosen materials are PbS and Ag, where PbS, the most 

inexpensive of all the Pb-chalcogenides, acts as matrix material and Ag acts as 

charge carrier nanoreservoirs. This choice it is not random. As introduced in 

Chapter 1, it is possible to modulate the doping by the blending of NPs of 

different materials so that one injects charge into the other. This is related to the 

band alignment associated to the relative position of the semiconductor and the 

metal Fermi level. In this case, the Ag Fermi level is above of the intrinsic PbS one. 

Having Ag a suitable working function, is able to inject electrons into the PbS 

conduction band. 

Homogeneous PbS-Ag nanocomposites with adjusted metal concentrations 

were produced by combining PbS NPs with different amounts of Ag suspension 

in chloroform. Followed by the subsequent solvent evaporation. In this case, NPs 
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were used without further purification than the usual precipitation and 

redispersion steps, being possible to find the Ag in between the PbS grains. This 

system is deeply studied through all the article, giving evidence of the flat band 

alignment for the whole nanocomposite. Further studies on the PbS-Cu system 

have been also reported, showing the same charge transfer effect.106 

At the end of this section the Supplementary Information is also attached with, 

for example, complementary transmission microscopy micrographs, XRD 

patterns of the PbS-Ag nanocomposites produced with different relative 

concentrations of PbS and Ag, system stability and other fitting parameters. 

To close this chapter, it is worth to stress the importance of the results obtained 

from this work. To date, the ZT value reached here is the highest ever reported 

for solution-processed nanomaterials (Figure S.1 in Chapter 1). This and the other 

interesting outcomes from the former works included in this Chapter are the best 

cover letter to the huge versatility and potential that bottom-up solution-

processed NP-based nanomaterials present for the facile development of the 

upcoming efficient TE materials and devices. 
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Chapter 3 From nanomaterials to devices 

 

 

First two objectives of this thesis were i) the development of efficient TE materials 

from the engineering of colloidal nanomaterials and ii) to control the TE 

properties at the three different synthesis steps. Once having accomplished both, 

it is time to move forward to the device fabrication. 

Taking advantage of the versatility that bottom-up solution-processed synthesis 

techniques offer, it is possible to design new TE modules in a wide range of sizes 

and shapes and over different kinds of substrates than the usual ceramic plates. 

The idea is to maximize the thermal contact with the surface that has to be cooled 

down or from which the heat has to be harvested.63 A full list of TE devices from 

solution-processed techniques has been presented in Chapter 1. 

In the present case, the fabrication of a simple model of ring-shaped TE device 

is proposed. This shape is perfect to be used in pipes or tubes transporting hot 
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fluids for the energy efficiency improvement of different applications or for the 

temperature control of such fluids.107, 108 Originally, the intention when designing 

this ring shape was for its installation in automobile exhaust tubes, where a lot of 

energy is lost in the form of heat as introduced in Chapter 0.10 

The rings are formed by two concentric Cu rings with the TE material between 

them. Since there were no commercially available dies to densify a structure like 

this, this configuration required the previous design of a custom die able to hold 

together the components. At the same time, it should resist the pressure needed 

for the compaction of the material in the hot press system, while allowing an easy 

dismantling that does not affect the newborn ring. In addition, a custom-made 

test bench was also fabricated to measure the outcoming power generated by 

the ring when applying a temperature difference. Rings were able to reach 

temperatures as high as 250 °C in their inner Cu ring while the outer one was 

maintained at 60 °C thus effectively creating a temperature gradient, monitored 

with two thermocouples, and a voltage between the two Cu rings.  

In the work presented in this chapter, PbSe is used as the model material, taking 

into account its suitability for the mid-range temperature applications. The TE 

properties of different nanomaterials produced with PbSe NPs with different 

surface modifications were studied. The best results were obtained for the ones 

treated with sodium amide salts. This system was then up-scaled to fabricate the 

TE ring, which requires around 3 g of material. 

An electrical model was further developed for this architecture to evaluate its 

potential. From calculations of the maximum electrical power that a ring-shaped 

TE leg can supply, it is envisaged the possibilities that this approach presents. 

This, together with the efficiency enhancements that can be done in solution-

processed nanomaterials shown in the previous chapters, position the results of 

this work as a firm strategy for the progress of new TE devices. 
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Chapter 4 Thermoelectrics and 

nanomaterials integration 

 

 

Fourth objective of this thesis was to go beyond of the fabrication of 

nanomaterials and devices and arrive to its integration. To reach it and finalize 

this dissertation, this chapter is focused on two system integration: of a TE device, 

and of a NP-based thermal sensor. We produced an autonomous NP-based 

moisture sensor system powered with a conventional TE device that was tested 

in-field.109 

The system is powered by the TE generator, taking advantage of the higher 

temperatures present at the surface of the ground than deep inside. On the other 

hand, PbS colloidal NPs are used to build thermosensitive resistors since the 

electrical resistance of these NPs films depend on the temperature with a proper 

thermal coefficient. Thanks to the availability of NP-based TE inks developed 

under solution-processed techniques, these were deposited onto ceramic plates 
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by means of two solution-processed deposition techniques: spraying and 

brushing. Spray deposition provided better control of the thickness of the films 

rather than paint-brushing, even also higher resistance values. Even though, 

brush-painted films could be also used with the proper off-set into the circuit. 

Moreover, in the work is presented a low-power electronics system able to 

manage the power consumption and overall working operation of this 

autonomous sensor. 

This system shows the real possibilities that TE devices and solution-processed 

techniques present for the fabrication of nanomaterials and devices of different 

kind. Together with this small example of integration, the PhD student has been 

working during these years in different applications and examples of TE 

integration, from temperature control in a hydrogen autonomous storage system 

to the development of a low-power consumption air condition system for electric 

vehicles (see CV). These examples can be translated into the confirmation of the 

existence of a real market for TE devices. Once high performance materials are 

designed, it is only necessary to point the application itself and go deeper into it 

to understand its necessities and challenges and adapt the technology in the best 

manner. 
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Conclusions 

This dissertation has been focused in three main topics: i) synthesis and 

engineering of NP-building blocks for the production of efficient TE 

nanocomposites; ii) TE device fabrication; iii) integration of TE devices and 

solution-processed NPs. These topics are englobed and follow the reviewed 

strategy for the production of bottom-up engineering of TE nanomaterials and 

devices from solution-processed NP building blocks. The main conclusions that 

can be drawn for all the prior works are: 

1. Solution-processed NPs are useful for the production of bulk TE 

nanomaterials and nanocomposites.  

 

2. Taking advantage of the chemical engineering of the NPs surface is 

possible to improve the TE performance of the nanomaterials.  

 

3. Strategies on nanocomposite formation presented, heterostructured NPs 

and blending of NPs, allow the enhancement of TE properties of the 

materials in a facile and straightforward way. 

 

4. Electronic doping can be accomplished by the assembly of proper 

combinations of solution-processed NPs. 

 

5. Solution-processed NPs can be used for the fabrication of TE devices with 

multiple architectures. 

 

6. The production of TE nanomaterials from NP building blocks present 

many challenges, but also many possibilities to precisely control the 

parameters of the materials and thus optimize the performance. 
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Future work 

 

I have been lucky to work during my PhD thesis in two exciting fields, the design 

and engineering of nanomaterials from the bottom-up assembly of colloidal NPs, 

and TE. When combined, the emerging technology is even more attracting and 

full of possibilities, although still in its very initial stages. A lot of work is thus 

needed for its further development.  

As far as I am concerned, I plan to continue my research in the following 

directions: 

1. Extending the chemical engineering of the NPs surface and the assembly 

routes for the fabrication of nanocomposites to other materials more 

environmentally friendly.  

 

2. Developing other TE devices with different flexible or conformable 

architectures, based on our solution-processed NP-based nanomaterials. 

 

3. Proving the suitability of the solution-processed route for the fabrication 

of TE devices and push for its introduction to the market. 
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